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It once occurred to a certain king that if he always knew the right time to begin everything; if 

he knew who the right people to listen to were, and whom to avoid; and, above all, if he 

always knew what was the most important thing to do, he would never fail in anything he 

might undertake. 

And this thought having occurred to him, he had it proclaimed throughout his kingdom that 

he would give a great reward to anyone who would teach him what was the right time for 

every action, and who were the most necessary people, and how he might know what was the 

most important thing to do. 

And learned men came to the king, but they all answered his questions differently. In reply to 

the first question, some said that to know the right time for every action, one must draw up in 

advance a table of days, months, and years, and must live strictly according to it. Only thus, 

said they, could everything be done at its proper time. Others declared that it was impossible 

to decide beforehand the right time for every action, but that, not letting oneself be absorbed 

in idle pastimes, one should always attend to all that was going on, and then do what was 

most needful. Others, again, said that however attentive the king might be to what was going 

on, it was impossible for one man to decide correctly the right time for every action, but that 

he should have a council of wise men who would help him to fix the proper time for 

everything. 

But then again others said there were some things which could not wait to be laid before a 

council, but about which one had at once to decide whether to undertake them or not. But in 

order to decide that, one must know beforehand what was going to happen. It is only 

magicians who know that; and, therefore, in order to know the right time for every action, 

one must consult magicians. 

Equally various were the answers to the second question. Some said the people the king most 

needed were his councilors; others, the priests; others, the doctors; while some said the 

warriors were the most necessary.To the third question, as to what was the most important 

occupation, some replied that the most important thing in the world was science. Others said 

it was skill in warfare; and others, again, that it was religious worship. 

All the answers being different, the king agreed with none of them, and gave the reward to 

none. But still wishing to find the right answers to his questions, he decided to consult a 

hermit, widely renowned for his wisdom.The hermit lived in a wood which he never quitted, 

and he received none but common folk. So the king put on simple clothes and, before 

reaching the hermit‟s cell, dismounted from his horse. Leaving his bodyguard behind, he 

went on alone. 

When the king approached, the hermit was digging the ground in front of his hut. Seeing the 

king, he greeted him and went on digging. The hermit was frail and weak, and each time he 

stuck his spade into the ground and turned a little earth, he breathed heavily. 



 
 
 

The king went up to him and said: “I have come to you, wise hermit, to ask you to answer 

three questions: How can I learn to do the right thing at the right time? Who are the people I 

most need, and to whom should I, therefore, pay more attention than to the rest? And, what 

affairs are the most important and need my first attention?” 

The hermit listened to the king, but answered nothing. He just recommenced digging. 

“You are tired,” said the king, “let me take the spade and work awhile for you.” “Thanks!” 

said the hermit, and, giving the spade to the king, he sat down on the ground. When he had 

dug two beds, the king stopped and repeated his questions. The hermit again gave no answer, 

but rose, stretched out his hand for the spade, and said, “Now rest awhile – and let me work a 

bit.” 

But the king did not give him the spade, and continued to dig. One hour passed, and another. 

The sun began to sink behind the trees, and the king at last stuck the spade into the ground, 

and said:“I came to you, wise man, for an answer to my questions. If you can give me none, 

tell me so, and I will return home.” 

“Here comes someone running,” said the hermit. “Let us see who it is.” 

The king turned round and saw a bearded man come running out of the wood. The man held 

his hands pressed against his stomach, and blood was flowing from under them. When he 

reached the king, he fell fainting on the ground, moaning feebly. The king and the hermit 

unfastened the man‟s clothing. There was a large wound in his stomach. The king washed it 

as best he could, and bandaged it with his handkerchief and with a towel the hermit had. But 

the blood would not stop flowing, and the king again and again removed the bandage soaked 

with warm blood, and washed and re-bandaged the wound. When at last the blood ceased 

flowing, the man revived and asked for something to drink. The king brought fresh water and 

gave it to him. Meanwhile the sun had set, and it had become cool. So the king, with the 

hermit‟s help, carried the wounded man into the hut and laid him on the bed. Lying on the 

bed, the man closed his eyes and was quiet; but the king was so tired from his walk and from 

the work he had done that he crouched down on the threshold, and also fell asleep – so 

soundly that he slept all through the short summer night. 

When he awoke in the morning, it was long before he could remember where he was, or who 

was the strange bearded man lying on the bed and gazing intently at him with shining 

eyes.“Forgive me!” said the bearded man in a weak voice, when he saw that the king was 

awake and was looking at him. 

“I do not know you, and have nothing to forgive you for,” said the king. 

“You do not know me, but I know you. I am that enemy of yours who swore to revenge 

himself on you, because you executed his brother and seized his property. I knew you had 

gone alone to see the hermit, and I resolved to kill you on your way back. But the day passed 

and you did not return. So I came out from my ambush to find you, and came upon your 

bodyguard, and they recognized me, and wounded me. I escaped from them, but should have 

bled to death had you not dressed my wound. I wished to kill you, and you have saved my 

life. Now, if I live, and if you wish it, I will serve you as your most faithful slave, and will bid 

my sons do the same. Forgive me!” 



 
 
 

The king was very glad to have made peace with his enemy so easily, and to have gained him 

for a friend, and he not only forgave him, but said he would send his servants and his own 

physician to attend him, and promised to restore his property. 

Having taken leave of the wounded man, the king went out into the porch and looked around 

for the hermit. Before going away he wished once more to beg an answer to the questions he 

had put. The hermit was outside, on his knees, sowing seeds in the beds that had been dug the 

day before. 

The king approached him and said, “For the last time, I pray you to answer my questions, 

wise man.” 

“You have already been answered!” said the hermit, looking up at the king, who stood before 

him.“What do you mean?” asked the king. 

“Do you not see?” replied the hermit. “If you had not pitied my weakness yesterday, and had 

not dug these beds for me, but had gone your way, that man would have attacked you, and 

you would have repented of not having stayed with me. So the most important time was when 

you were digging the beds; and I was the most important man; and to do me good was your 

most important business. Afterwards, when that man ran to us, the most important time was 

when you were attending to him, for if you had not bound up his wounds he would have died 

without having made peace with you. So he was the most important man, and what you did 

for him was your most important business. Remember then: there is only one time that is 

important – now! It is the most important time because it is the only time when we have any 

power. The most necessary person is the one with whom you are, for no man knows whether 

he will ever have dealings with anyone else: and the most important affair is to do that person 

good, because for that purpose alone was man sent into this life.” 

Answer the following questions briefly: 

1. Why did the king want the answers to his three questions? 

2. What were some of the answers offered to his three questions? 

3. According to the various learned men, who were the most important people? 

4. What arrangements did the king make to meet the hermit? 

5. Describe the condition of the wounded man, who came running towards the two men? 

6. How did the king help the stranger? What surprising confession did the stranger 

make? 

7. How did the hermit answer the three questions? 

8. “If you had not pitied my weakness yesterday, and had not dug these beds for me, but 

had gone your way, that man would have attacked you…” 

A) Who is the speaker and to whom is he speaking? 

B) Whom are they talking about? Why would the wounded man attack the listener? 

C) The change of heart in the bearded stranger illustrates a simple truth. What is it? 
 

       9.  Do you think it‟s more important to concentrate on the present than to plan for the 

future? Or is it more important to balance the two?  

     10.  Write about an incident when you spent too much time planning for the future and 

lost out on something important in the present. It could be related to studies, friends or 

extracurricular activities. Remember to mention the lesson you learnt from your experience. 

(150-200 words) 



 
 
 

 

 

 

COMPREHENSION PASSAGES 

 

1.  Read the passage given below:  

LIFE BEYOND ACADEMICS  

1. Academics has always been an essential part of human development. It prepares us to 

survive in the outside world and establish an identity of our own. But, is an individual‟s 

development restricted to merely academics? In India, from an early age, we have been 

taught that education is limited to the boundaries of academics only; the idea of getting out 

into the field, for gaining practical experience, is always considered a hoax. This has hindered 

students‟ development. But, the truth is that education represents a considerably broader field 

than we know of it. Our teaching, from the basics, has been focused on getting good grades 

and job offers, rather than being creative and unique.  

2. In the 21stcentury, the pure academic type of education is slowly paving way for a whole 

new type. The paradigm shift in the whole education system is evident. People have now 

come to understand that education is a 360 degree activity that should focus on students‟ 

overall development, rather than restricting him/her to the classroom.  

3. Co-curricular activities that take place outside the classroom but reinforce or supplement 

classroom curriculum, in some way, have become a point of focus today. These activities 

help in the growth of the child, in more than one way. Participating in such activities helps 

youngsters grow mentally, socially and individually. Intellectual development of a student is 

developed in the classroom, but for the aesthetic development such as team- building, 

character- building, and physical growth, students must step out into the outside world. For 

instance, if a student is a part of school football team, he/ she will learn team- work and 

coordination, in a practical manner, which cannot be taught in the class.  

4. Similarly, in colleges and institutions, there is a need for practical exposure so that the 

students can experience the actual working of an industry. For example, taking a student to a 

manufacturing firm will give him/ her the real insight and better learning of the industry. 

Catering to this change, most professional colleges including B schools, have started 

providing practical exposure to students through regular guest lectures, industrial visits, 

conferences, seminars, cultural festivals, and so on. With industry visits, students are able to 

better identify their prospective areas of work in the overall organizational function. 

Moreover, they help enhance interpersonal skills and communication techniques. In addition, 

guest lectures are equally important for  all – round development of students. It is a great way 

for students to gain maximum exposure, as guest speakers talk about their real- life 

experiences and not what is there in the text books.  



 
 
 

5. Through such events, students are made to participate and coordinate different events 

wherein, they get to know how exactly things are managed. Classroom teaching provides the 

foundation, and co-curricular or extra- curricular activities provide practical exposure and 

opportunities to implement what students learn in the classroom. This helps in developing the 

overall personality of the students, inculcating various soft – skills in them, which otherwise 

are difficult to teach. Clearly, life beyond academics creates creative and empowered 

professionals. (507 Words)  

On the basis of your understanding of the above passage, answer the questions given 

below by choosing the most appropriate option: 

1.  a. Students' development is hindered by 

 i. limiting education to academic boundaries. 

 ii. getting out to the field. 

 iii. being creative and unique.  

iv.gaining practical knowledge.  

b. The shift in the education system means  

i. to restrict to classroom activities.  

ii. to focus on academic development. 

 iii.to ignore 360 degree activity. 

 iv.to focus on overall development. 

c. Co- Curricular activities that take place outside the classroom do not help in 

 i. teamwork and co-ordination. 

 ii. mental and social growth. 

 iii. intellectual development.  

iv. character building.  

d. Guest speakers talk about  

i. all round development. 

 ii. their real life experiences. 

 iii. what is in text books. 

 iv. gaining exposure.  

 



 
 
 

e. Classroom teaching provides 

 i. practical exposure 

 ii. opportunities to implement what is learnt in classroom  

iii. chance to learn soft skills  

iv. the foundation  

 

f. Life beyond academics facilitates  

i. organizational functions  

ii. creativity 

 iii. professional fields  

iv. industrial visits  

 2. Answer the following questions briefly: 

 a. From earlier times what has not been the focus of education? 

 b. Where should students go for aesthetic development? 

c. What kind of co- curricular activities have become points of focus today? 

 d. What will give children a better insight into industry? 

 e. Why are soft skills difficult to teach in the classroom? 

 3. Pick out the words/phrases from the passage which are similar in meaning to the 

following: 

 i. untrue (Para 1) 

 ii. cooperative effort (Para 3) 

4. Write a précis of the above passage in about 50 words. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

2.  Read the passage given below:  

BALANCING THE SCALES  

Artificial intelligence (AI) is making a difference to how legal work is done, but it isn‟t the 

threat it is made out to be. AI is making impressive progress and shaking up things all over 

the world today. The assumption that advancements in technology and artificial intelligence 

will render any profession defunct is just that, an assumption and a false one. The only 

purpose this assumption serves is creating mass panic and hostility towards embracing 

technology that is meant to make our lives easier. Let us understand what this means 

explicitly for the legal world. The ambit of AI includes recognizing human speech and 

objects, making decisions based on data, and translating languages. Tasks that can be defined 

as „search-and-find‟ type can be performed by AI. Introducing AI to this profession will 

primarily be for the purpose of automating mundane, tedious tasks that require negligible 

human intelligence. The kind of artificial intelligence that is employed by industries in the 

current scene, when extended to law will enable quicker services at a lower price. AI is meant 

to automate a number of tasks that take up precious working hours lawyers could be devoting 

to tasks that require discerning, empathy, and trust- qualities that cannot be replicated by even 

the most sophisticated form of AI. The legal profession is one of the oldest professions in the 

world. Thriving over a 1000 years; trust, judgement, and diligence are the pillars of this 

profession. The most important pillar is the relationship of trust between a lawyer and clients, 

which can only be achieved through human connection and interaction. While artificial 

intelligence can be useful in scanning and organizing documents pertaining to a case, it 

cannot perform higher-level tasks such as sharp decision making, relationship-building with 

valuable clients and writing legal briefs, advising clients, and appearing in court. These are 

over and above the realm of computerization. The smooth proceeding of a case is not possible 

without sound legal research. While presenting cases lawyers need to assimilate information 

in the form of legal research by referring to a number of relevant cases to find those that will 

favour their client‟s motion. Lawyers are even required to thoroughly know the opposing 

stand and supporting legal arguments they can expect to prepare a watertight defense 

strategy. AI, software that operates on natural language enables electronic discovery of 

information relevant to a case, contract reviews, and automation generation of legal 

documents. AI utilizes big-data analytics which enables visualization of case data. It also 

allows for creation of a map of the cases which were cited in previous cases and their 

resulting verdicts, as per the website Towards Data Science. The probability of a positive 

outcome of a case can be predicted by leveraging predictive analytics with 8 4 machine 

learning. This is advantageous to firms as they can determine the return on investment in 

litigation and whether an agreement or arbitration should be considered.  

1. Answer the following questions briefly: 

1. What does the ambit of AI include? 

2. How is AI useful for litigation? 

3. What are the important pillars of legal profession? 



 
 
 

2. Pick out the words/phrases from the passage which are similar in meaning to the 

following: 

1. Chance 

2. Related 

3. Territory 

4. Supposition 

3. Write a précis of the above passage in about 50 words. 

 

3. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow:  

My husband Pele and I were staying in a holiday house overlooking the beautiful, lush 

rainforests of Indonesia. The glass walls framed a fine view across the Bagon Valley to what 

had been the summer palace of President Suharto. The first morning we strolled hand in hand 

up a winding pathway, heading to the main building for breakfast. But once we arrived at the 

dinning room, I realized  we‟d forgotten our money, so I volunteered to run back to the 

house. Making my way down the path, I turned the last corner only to find a giant bird, 

similar to an emu, standing outside our front door. “Hey baby, what are you doing?” I cooed, 

moving slowly so as not to frighten it. Having a deep, abiding fascination with all creatures 

great and small, I wanted a  closer look. This was my first mistake. As I came within a few 

meters, he took a big breath and let out a nasty hiss, stopping me in my tracks. “That‟s not 

very friendly,” I said, clueless. He hissed again and I promptly made the second mistake of 

turning and running, instead of backing away slowly. As I  rounded the corner I heard his 

razor-sharp claws coming too close for comfort. I suddenly changed direction and headed 

into the trees. Dodged in and out of the foliage. I hoped my tactic would fool him. A crash 

behind me indicated no  such luck. Jumping over a small bush, I found myself out in the open 

and not far from the dining room. Picking up speed, I bolted over the plants and rockeries 

surrounding the perimeter and dashed through the gate. When I turned to close it, the bird 

was nowhere to be seen. I didn‟t realize it and at the time, but I had just come face to face 

with a cassowary, a bird also found in Australia‟s north Queensland rainforests. Cassowarys 

weigh 55 kilos or more, stand about 180 centimeters tall and have saber-like toenails that can 

open a human from chin to groin like a zipper and kill humans.  

 “What‟s wrong?” Pele asked as I stumbled back into the dinning room.  “A big bird chased 

me all the way from the house,” I replied. “What?” he asked incredulously. “You‟re scared of 

a bird?” “It‟s as big as me and very mean,” I said in a rather sulky voice. “Oh, all right,” he 

laughed. “I‟ll come with you.” Much to Pele‟s amusement, I stayed behind him on the path 

and held onto the back  of his shirt as we approached the corner of the house. “See! There it 

is. Look at the size of the thing!” Pele chuckled at the hysteria in my voice. “It‟s all right,” he 

soothed. Calmly and confidently he walked toward the cassowary. “Shoo! Go on, get out,” he 

said.  He made actions with his arms as if it were a pigeon on a window ledge. The response 



 
 
 

of the cassowary was the same as before: a big hiss and a step forward. “Hmm,” said Pele and 

stopped, not so sure of himself. He tried again. “Go on.” The cassowary then ran a few paces 

at us, hissing aggressively, so we quickly retreated around a corner of the house. Pele picked 

up a rock the size of his hand and  threw it hard, hitting the bird squarely in the chest. It 

didn‟t budge. “What are we going to do?” I pleaded. This time, Pele picked up a cane chair. 

“Stay behind and I‟ll keep him back. When we get to the door, open it.” Again I held on to 

the back of his shirt and we started towards the door. This greatly displeased the already 

annoyed cassowary. Charging at us he ripped at the chair with  those lethal claws. Pele 

stopped to steady the chair – and possibly his resolve. Pele threw the chair at the bird and 

slammed the door shut. Ducking the flying cane, the bird ran straight at the glass wall, only to 

bounce off. But it didn‟t slow down at all. Pecking and scratching at the glass, it continued 

the assault with a sickening ferocity.  It was another 15 minutes before the bird weakened and 

slowed its attack. Thirty minutes later, we quietly opened the door and crept back to the main 

building. 

 (a) Give the meanings of the following words as used in the passage. One word answers 

or short phrases will be accepted.  

(i) strolled (line 4) 

(ii) fascination (line 10)  

(iii) foliage (line 20)  

(b) Answer the following questions briefly in your own words. 

 (i) What was Pele‟swife‟s first mistake when she saw the bird?  

 (ii) How did the bird react to the lady‟s third mistake?  

(iii) What did she do after this reaction of the bird?  

 (iv) Describe the Cassowary.  

(v) Why did Pele find the situation amusing at first? Why did he change his attitude? 

(c) Write a précis of the above passage in about 50 words. 

 

4. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow:  

Every Monday, on his way back from work, BipinChowdhury would drop in at New Market 

to buy books. He had to buy at least five at a time to last him through the week. He lived 

alone, was not a good mixer, had few friends, and didn‟t like spending time in idle chat. 

Those who called in the evening got through their business quickly and left. Those who 

didn‟t show signs of leaving would be told around eight o‟clock by BipinBabu that he was 

under doctor‟s orders to have dinner at eight-thirty. After dinner he would rest for half an 

hour and then turn in with a book. This was a routine which had persisted unbroken for years. 



 
 
 

Today, BipinBabu had the feeling that someone was observing him from close quarters. He 

turned round and found himself looking at a round-faced, meeklooking man who now broke 

into a smile. „I don‟t suppose you recognize me.‟ BipinBabu felt ill at ease. It didn‟t seem that 

he had ever encountered this man before. The face seemed quite unfamiliar. „Have we met 

before?‟ asked BipinBabu. The man looked greatly surprised. „We met every day for a whole 

week. I arranged for a car to take you to the Hudroo falls. My name is ParimalGhose.‟ 

„Ranchi?‟ Now BipinBabu realized this man was making a mistake. BipinBabu had never 

been to Ranchi. He smiled and said, „Do you know who I am?‟ The man raised his eyebrows, 

and said, „Who doesn‟t know BipinChowdhury?‟ BipinBabu turned towards the bookshelves 

and said, „You‟re making a mistake. I‟ve never been to Ranchi.‟  The man now laughed 

aloud. What are you saying, Mr. Chowdhury? You had a fall in Hudroo and cut your right 

knee. I brought you iodine. I had fixed up a car for you to go to Netarhat the next day, but 

you couldn‟t because of the pain in the knee. Can‟t you recall anything? Someone else you 

know was also in Ranchi at that time. Mr. Dinesh Mukherjee. You stayed in a bungalow. You 

said you didn‟t like hotel food. I‟ll tell you more: you always carried a bag with your books 

in it on your sightseeing trips. Am I right or not?‟ BipinBabu spoke quietly, his eyes still on 

the books. „Which month in Nineteen fifty- eight are you talking about?‟ The man said, 

„October.‟ „No, sir,‟ said BipinBabu. „I spent October Nineteen fifty- eight with a friend in 

Kanpur. You‟re making a mistake. Good day.‟ But the man didn‟t go, nor did he stop talking. 

„Very strange. One evening I had tea with you on the veranda of your bungalow. You spoke 

about your family. You said you had no children, and that you had lost your wife a decade 

ago. When BipinBabu had paid for the books and was leaving the shop, the man was still 

looking at him in utter disbelief. BipinBabu‟s car was safely parked in Bertram Street. He 

told the driver as he got into the car, „Just drive by the Ganga, will you, Sitaram.‟ Driving up 

the Strand Road, BipinBabu regretted having paid so much attention to the intruder. He had 

never been to Ranchi. He had an excellent memory. Unless he was losing his mind!  

(a) Give the meaning of the following words as used in the passage: One word answers 

or short phrases will be accepted. 

 (i) persisted (line 9)                           (ii) decade (line 42)                        (iii) intruder (line 48) 

 (b) Answer the following questions briefly in your own words.  

(i) How did BipinChowdhury find time to read five books a week?  

(ii) How did he get rid of visitors who stayed late?  

(iii) Which sentence tells you that BipinBabu was uncomfortable?  

(iv) What strong argument did BipinBabu give to prove that he was not in Ranchi at that 

time?  

(v) What does BipinBabu regret?  

(vi) What are BipinBabu‟s feelings at the end of the passage? 

(c) Write a précis of the above passage in about 50 words. 



 
 
 

 

5. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions based on it. 

 

Our house is filled with photos. They cover the walls of my kitchen, dining room and den. I 

see our family‟s entire history, starting with my wedding, continuing through the births of 

both sons, buying a home, family gatherings and vacations. When my sons were little, they 

loved to pose. They waved, danced, climbed trees, batted balls, hung upside down from the 

jungle gym and did anything for a picture. But when they reached adolescence, picture-taking 

changed into something they barely tolerated. Their bodies were growing at haphazard 

speeds. Reluctantly they stood with us or with their grandparents at birthday celebrations and 

smiled weakly at the camera for as short a time as possible. 

I am the chronicler of our photographs. I select those to be framed and arrange the others in 

albums. The process is addictive, and as the shelves that hold our albums become fuller and 

fuller, I wonder what will become of them. Will anyone look at these photographs in future 

years? If my sons look at them, what will they think of us and of themselves? One bright 

afternoon, I took some photographs of my father with my husband as they fished in a lake 

near our vacation house. As my sons and I sat on the shore and watched them row away, I 

picked the camera up and photographed the beautiful lake surrounded by green trees. The two 

men I loved gradually grew smaller until all I could see were my father‟s red shirt, and the 

tan and blue caps on their heads. 

l My father died a week later, and suddenly those photos became priceless to me. I wept 

when I pasted them in our album. I wept again afterwards when I saw my younger son 

looking at them. It was a few days before he went away to college. He had taken all our 

albums down from the bookshelves in the den and spread them out on the carpet. It had been 

a very long time since I had seen him doing this. Once he stopped posing for pictures, he 

seemed to lose interest in looking at them. But now he was on the verge of leaving home. 

This was his special time to look ahead and look back. I stood for a moment in the hall by the 

den, and then tiptoed away. I didn‟t take a photo of my son that afternoon, but I will 

remember how he looked for as long as I live. Some pictures, I learned, don‟t have to be 

taken with a camera. 

 

1. Fill in the summary using one word only.  

The author was (a) _____________about taking photographs and framing them. But she 

always (b) ___________ whether her sons would ever look at them. She was full of (c) 

___________ when she pasted the pictures of her father‟s last days in the album. She learnt 

that some pictures always (d) _________in one‟s mind without a camera. 

 

2. The author’s sons were averse to taking photographs. Is it true? What are the reasons 

for the same? 

 

 



 
 
 

3. Give words that mean the same as               

 not organized or planned                              (para 1) 

 one who records events in order                   (para 2) 

 very valuable                                                 (para 3) 

 continued engagement with an activity        (para 2) 

 

4. Make a precise of the passage in 50 words. Also supply a title to it. 

 

6. Read the following passage carefully.  

 

Papaya is the healthiest fruit with a list of properties that is long and exhaustive. Papaya 

favours digestion as well as cures skin irritation and sun burns. You can munch on it as a 

salad, have it cooked or boiled or just drink it up as milkshake or juice. The most important of 

these virtues is the protein-digesting enzyme in the milky juice or latex. The enzyme is 

similar to pepsin in its digestive action and is said to be so powerful that it can digest 200 

times its own weight in protein. It assists the body in assimilating the maximum nutritional 

value from food to provide energy and body-building materials. Pepsin in raw papaya makes 

up for the deficiency of gastric juice and fights excess of unhealthy mucus in the stomach, 

dyspepsia and intestinal irritation. The ripe fruit, if eaten regularly corrects habitual 

constipation, bleeding piles and chronic diarrhea  The juice of the papaya seeds also assists in 

the above-mentioned ailments. The juice, used as a cosmetic, removes freckles or brown 

spots due to exposure to sunlight and makes the skin smooth and delicate. A paste of papaya 

seeds is applied in skin diseases like those caused by ringworm. The black seeds of the 

papaya are highly beneficial in the treatment of cirrhosis of the liver caused by alcoholism, 

malnutrition, etc. A tablespoonful of its juice, combined with a hint of fresh lime juice, 

should be consumed once or twice daily for a month. The fresh juice of raw papaya mixed 

with honey can be applied over inflamed tonsils, for diphtheria and other throat disorders. It 

dissolves the membrane and prevents infection from spreading. 

 

1. Answer the following questions by selecting the most appropriate options from the 

ones given below: 

(a) One of the most important virtues of pepsin is that: 

 (i) it is found in papaya.  

(ii) it can digest large quantities of protein.  

(iii) it cures constipation.  

(iv) it can treat a damaged liver. 

(b) Intestinal irritation can be overcome by: 

 (i) eating ripe papaya salad.  

(ii) drinking papaya juice.  

(iii) eating raw papaya.  

(iv) chewing the seeds of the fruit. 

 



 
 
 

(C)‘The juice can be used as a cosmetic’ means:  

(i) the juice has medicinal properties.  

(ii) the juice can be used to rectify physical defects. 

(iii) the juice can be used to treat internal diseases.  

(iv) the juice can be used to make the skin look more attractive 

(e) The fact that papaya is a versatile fruit is evident from:  

(i) the fact that it can be drunk as a milkshake.  

(ii) the fact that it can be eaten as a salad, cooked, boiled or just drunk.  

(iii) the fact that its seeds can be applied on the skin.  

(iv) the fact that it can be eaten, drunk and also used externally. 

2. How can throat disorders be cured? 

3. Find the antonyms of the following words 

(i) Calm  (ii) theoretical  (iii) shortage  (iv) reject / not absorb 

4. Make a précis of the above passage in 50 words. 

7. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow. 

Richard Parker was so named because of a clerical error. A panther was terrorising the 

Khulna district of Bangladesh, just outside the Sundarbans. It has recently carried off a little 

girl. She was the seventh person killed in two months by the animal. And it was growing 

bolder. The previous victim was a man who had been attacked in broad daylight in his field. 

The beast dragged him off into the forest and his corpse was later found hanging from a tree. 

The villagers kept a watch nearby that night, hoping to surprise the panther and kill it, but it 

never appeared. 

The Forest Department hired a professional hunter. He set up a small, hidden platform in a 

tree near a river where two of the attacks had taken place. A goat was tied to a stake on the 

river‟s bank. He hunter waited several nights. He assumed the panther would be an old, 

wasted male with worn teeth, incapable of catching anything more difficult than a human. 

But it was a sleek tiger that stepped into the open one night: a female with a single cub. The 

goat bleated. Oddly, the club, who looked to be about three months old, paid little attention to 

the goat. It raced to the water‟s edge, where it drank eagerly. Its mother followed it. Of 

hunger and thirst, thirst is the greater urge. Only once the tiger had quenched her thirst did 

she turn to the goat to satisfy her hunger. 

The hunter had two rifles with him: one with real bullets , the other with immobilising darts. 

This animal was not a man-eater, but was so close to human habitation that she might pose a 

threat to the villagers, especially as she was with cub. He picked up the gun with the darts. He 

fired as the tiger was about to attack the goat. The tiger reared up and snarled and raced away. 

But immobilising darts don‟t bring on sleep gently, they knock the creature out without 

warning. A burst of activity on the animals‟s part makes it act all the faster. 

The hunter, whose name was Richard Parker, picked it up and with his bare hands and 

remembering how it has rushed to drink in river, named it Thirsty. But the shipping clerk at 

the Howrah train station was evidently a man both confused and diligent. All the papers 

received with the cub clearly stated that its name was None Given. Richard Parker‟s name 

stuck. I don‟t know if the hunter was ever called Thirsty None Given! 



 
 
 

1. Give the meaning of each of the following words as used in the passage. One word 

answers or short phrases will be accepted. 

i) corpse (line 6) 

ii) quenched (line 18) 

iii) reared (line 23) 

2. Answer the following questions briefly in your own words. 
i) Why does the author say that the panther „was getting bolder‟? 

ii) Why did the Forest Department hire a professional hunter? 

iii) What did the hunter expect to encounter? What did he actually encounter? 

iv) What did the tiger do before turning to attack the goat? Why did it do that? 

v) Why did the hunter decide to shoot the tiger though he knew it was not the man-eater? 

vi) What name did the hunter give the cub? Why? 

vii) Give a suitable title to the passage given above.Give a reason to justify your choice.  

3. Write a précis of the above passage in not more than 50 words. 

LITERATURE: 

1. Memorize any ONE POEM from your Class VI Reader Book.  

You need to recite it in the class . Marks will be awarded based on Memory, 

Pronunciation, Rhythm, Intonation and Expression. 

2. Find 10 difficult words everyday & search the meanings from the dictionary. 

Write these words & their meanings in a notebook or sheets of paper. 

3. *Read about the Life & Works of William Shakespeare from the Internet. 

*Write 10 sentences about his life . 

*Write summary of any 5 Plays of Shakespeare in brief. (about 200 words for 

each play).  

*Write only names of sonnets written by Shakespeare . 

*In about 500 words write the Summary of the play, ‘The Merchant of Venice’. 

*Write about 50 words about each character of the play.4. Write in about 200 

words everyday about what you did during the day. 

Assignment 

It may seem that the last few days, our world, as we know it, has been turned upside down. If 

we all stick to remaining at home, this too shall pass and life shall return to normalcy. 

However, this period will become an important part of history, which will be studied intently 

and researched from the angles of history, political science, economics and sciences.  

Use a thin notebook to keep a handwritten journal, until 14
th

 May, expressing what you see, 

hear and feel. Also, record your daily activities and any special ways in which you and your 

family are keeping yourselves busy. You may interview your family members in order to 

write how the lock down is affecting them. You may paste pictures and do illustrations in 

your journal. 

 

 

 



 
 
 

MATHS 

Worksheet 1 

Topic: Integers and Rational Numbers 

1. Arrange the following in ascending order. 

(a) 30, -2, 0, -6, -20, 8 

(b) -99, 54, -89, 70, -3, 2 

 

2. Find the value of the following: 

(a) 5 8   

(b) 13 5 2    

(c) 3 7    

(d) 8 6 2     

 

3. Evaluate the following: 

(a) 23 ( 5) 18 17 ( 11) ( 2)         

(b) ( 3) ( 17) ( 10)      

(c)  15 ( 4) 3    

 

4. Find the product of the following using distributive property: 

(a) 138 199 138 1    

(b) 2358 999 2358 1    

 

5. The product of two integers is -875. If one of them is 25, find the other. 

 

6. What is the difference in height between a point 380m above sea level and 

100m below sea level?  

 

7. What number should be added to -23 to get 16? 

 

8. What number should be subtracted from -85 to get -23? 

 

9. An air conditioner cools the room at the rate of 5C per hour. What would be 

the final temperature of the room after 6 hours, if the initial temperature of the 

room is 40C? 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

10.  Find the sum of the following: 

(a) 
3 2

3 9
5 5
  

(b) 
3 3 1

1 2 1
6 8 12
   

 

11. Find the difference of the following: 

(a) 
29 2

5
5 5

  

(b) 
3 2

3 1
8 9
  

 

12. Simplify the following: 

(a) 
1 1

9 1
3 14
  

(b) 
4 2

2
5 5
  

(c) 
2 1 7

1
5 2 9
   

 

13. A drum full of rice weighs 
241

6
kg. If the empty drum weighs 

55

4
kg, find the 

weight of rice in the drum. 

 

14. A city received 
5

12
cm rainfall on Sunday and 

16

3
cm rainfall on Monday. How 

much rainfall did it receive in two days? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

CHEMISTRY 

CH-1, MATTER AND ITS COMPOSITION 

Anything that has mass and occupies space is called matter. The quantity or amount of matter 

that a body contains is called its mass. Everything around you is made of matter. E.g.  pen, 

pencil, paper, fan, table, etc. 

The main three states of matter are- solid, liquid and gas. 

 A solid has a definite shape and volume. It retains its shape unless it is acted upon by an 

external agent such as heat or a force. E.g.- stone, brick, pencil, book,etc. 

A liquid has definite volume but no definite shape. The liquids take the shape of container 

they are poured into. E.g. water, milk, juice, etc 

A gas has neither a definite shape nor a definite volume. Most gases cannot be seen with the 

naked eyes. E.g. oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, etc 

 

Elementsare the substances that cannot be broken down into simpler substances by chemical 

means. An element is made up of very small particles called atoms. (Atom means that cannot 

be divided) 

E.g.of elements are hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon, oxygen, etc.  

Whereas atom of certain elements join to form larger particles called molecules. For eg two 

atoms of hydrogen combine to form hydrogen molecule (H2). 

 

 (H- atom)                    (H- atom)                 (Hydrogen molecule) 

Some elements do not have ability to form molecules, and instead, exist as single atoms. For 

example, helium and neon. 

Compounds are the substances formed when two or more elements combine chemically in a 

fixed proportion. For example, water is compound formed by chemical combination of 

elements hydrogen and oxygen in fixed ratio of 2:1.  

 2        1   

 

 

 

 

H H H H 

H O H2O 



 
 
 

Other examples of compounds are- carbon dioxide, table salt, sugar, etc. 

The properties of compound differ from its constituent elements. For example, properties of 

water (compound) are different from the properties of its constituent elements (hydrogen, 

oxygen). Hence the property also differ such as water (compound) does not support burning 

whereas oxygen (a constituent) support burning. The two main properties of compound are-

The elements present in a compound cannot be separated by simple physical methods. It can 

only be separated by chemical methods. Similarly, elements in compound can be combined by 

chemical methods only. 

ASSIGNMENT 

Q1. Define the following and give 2 examples of each- 

1. Matter 

2. Elements 

3. Compounds  

Q2. Tabulate the differences between solid, liquid and gas on the basis of shape and volume 

& example. 

Q3. List any 2 properties of compound. 

Q4. Why the property of water is different from that of oxygen? 

Q5. Match the following- 

Matter Property differ from its constituents 

Compound Example of compounds 

H2, O2 Occupy space, have mass 

H2O, CO2 Cannot be divided further 

Atom Example of molecules 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

CH-1 MATTER & ITS COMPOSITION (PART II) 

Let’s discuss few important terms first. 

1. Inter-particle forces of attraction- the forces by which particles of matter attract each 

other. This is maximum in solids, more than that of solids (in the liquids), whereas 

that of minimum in gases. 

2. Inter-particle space- the vacant spaces between the particles of matter. This is 

minimum in case of solids, more than that of solids (in the liquids), whereas maximum 

in the gases.  

Differences between three states of matter are given below-  

 

PROPERTIES SOLIDS LIQUIDS GASES 

Shape Definite shape Takes the shape of 

container 

No definite shape 

Volume Definite volume Definite volume No definite volume 

Inter particle force of 

attraction 

More than liquids 

and gases 

Less than solids but 

more than gases 

Less than solids and 

liquids 

Inter particle space Less than liquids and 

gases 

More than solids but 

less than gases 

More than solids and 

liquids 

Compressibility Cannot be 

compressed 

Can be compressed a 

little 

Can be easily 

compressed 

Flow (fluidity) Cannot flow Can flow (from a 

higher to a lower 

level) 

Can flow in every 

direction 

 
ASSIGNMENT 

Q1. Define- 

(a) Inter- particle force of attraction  (b) Inter- particle space 

Q2. How do solids, liquids and gases differ on the basis of volume, compressibility, inter-

particle space,          inter- particle force of attraction, fluidity. Mention in tabular form. 

Q3.  Match the following-  

1.Cannot flow a. Inter particle forces 

2.Maximum inter particle 

space 

b. Inter particle space 

3.Takes the shape of container c. solids 

4.Space between particles d. gases 

5.Forces between particles e. liquids 

Q4. Fill in the blanks- 

1. The forces by which particles of matter attract each other are called _____. (inter- 

particle force of attraction/ inter- particle force of repulsion) 

2. Fluidity property is not shown by____. (solids/liquids) 

3. Inter- particle spaces are maximum in ____. (liquids/gases) 

4. ____ takes the shape of the container. (liquid/solid) 

5. ____ do not have definite volume. (gas/solid) 

 



 
 
 

PHYSICS 

CHAPTER – PHYSICAL QUANTITIES AND MEASUREMENT 

ASSIGNMENT - 1 

TOPIC – AREA, VOLUME & DENSITY 

Area 

Definition: Space occupied by two dimensional figure on plane. 

SI unit: m
2
 

Measurement of area:  

1. Regular surfaces 

 
2. Irregular surfaces 

Area can be estimated by using graph paper. 

 

Volume 

Definition: Space occupied by three dimensional object. 

SI unit: m
3
 

Measurement of volume:  

Solids 

1. Regular solids 

 
2. Irregular surfaces 

Volume can be measured by water displacement method. 



 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Liquids 

 Volume of a liquid that a container can hold is termed as Capacity. 

 It is measured in litre and millilitre. 

 1 mL = 1cm
3
 

 Measuring beakers and measuring cylinders are used for measuring volume of liquids. 

 The curved liquid surface is known as Meniscus. 

For correct observation our eyes must be in horizontal line with bottom of a concave 

meniscus and top of convex meniscus. 

 
 

Density 

Definition: Mass per unit volume. 

Symbol:   ρ 

Formula: 

 
SI unit: kg/m

3
 

Measurement of density:  



 
 
 

Solids 

1. Regular solids 

 Measure mass of the solid  

 Calculate volume of the solid 

 Calculate density using formula 

2. Irregular solids 

 Measure mass of the solid  

 Measure volume of the solid using water displacement method 

 Calculate density using formula 

Liquids 

 Find the mass of an empty graduated cylinder. ... 

 Pour 100 mL of water into the graduated cylinder. ... 

 Weigh the graduated cylinder with the water in it. ... 

 Find the mass of only the water by subtracting the mass of the empty graduated cylinder.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Use the mass and volume of the water to calculate density. 

 

 

 

Questions:  

 

1. Name seven fundamental physical quantities. Also mention their SI unit. 

2. Name any five derived physical quantities. Also mention their SI unit. 

3. Graph paper is used for measuring the area of an irregular object. Give reason. 

4. A heavier body has higher density. Give reason. 

5. The volume of water in a measuring cylinder is 50 mL. After dropping a pebble, the 

water level is raised to 60 mL. Find the volume of the pebble. 

6. Give two points of differences between area and volume. 

7. Mass of 2L of ethanol is 1580g. Calculate the density in g/cm
3
. 

8. A block of mass 2500kg has volume 5 m
3
. Calculate its density in kg/m

3
 g/cm

3
. 

9. If a room has length of 10 m and breadth of 8 m. Calculate the carpet area needed for 

it. 

10.  If there are two bags of equal volume, one containing cotton and the other containing 

sugar, state which one is heavier. Given the volume of bag = 2m
3
, density of cotton = 

20 kg/m
3, 

density of sugar = 30 kg/m
3
. 

 

 

 



 
 
 

CHAPTER – PHYSICAL QUANTITIES AND MEASUREMENT 

ASSIGNMENT - 2 

TOPIC – SPEED 

Definition :Distance travelled by a body per unit time. 

Formula:  

 
SI Unit:  m/s  

 

Questions:  

1. Name the instrument to measure speed of a car. 

2. A bus covers 20 km/h and a car covers 50 km in 2 hours. Which of the two travels 

faster? 

3. Calculate the speed of a train if it covers a distance of 60 m in 1 minute in: 

(a) m/s 

(b) km/h 

4. Walking at the rate of 4 km/h a man cover certain distance in 2 hr 45 min. In how 

much time the man will cover the same distance while running at a speed of 16.5 

km/h? 

5. Determine the time taken when, distance is 7150 km and speed is 780 km/h. 

6. A train covers a distance in 50 min, if it runs at a speed of 48 km/h. Calculate the 

speed at which the train must run to reduce the time of journey to 40 min. 

7. Find out the distance covered when, speed is 960 km/hour and time is 1 hour 50 

minutes.  

8. Find the time taken to cover the distance from Delhi to Agra, a distance of 360 km, by 

the Shatabdi express moving at 20 m/s in: 

(a) m/s 

(b) km/h 

9. Find speed when, distance is 142 km and time is 2 hours. 

10. A cyclist covers 950 m in 5 minutes. Find his speed in km/ hour. 

11. Express the speed of 60 m per minute in km per hour. 

12. Aaron ran 500 metre in 100 Seconds. Find the speed in km per hour. 

13. A cyclist travels at a speed of 20 km/hour. How far will he travels in 50 minutes? 

14. A man runs at the speed of 10 km/hr. How much time will he take to cover 750 

metres? 

15. If a tortoise is walking at a speed of 10m/s and rabbit at a speed of 15 m/s, Which one 

is faster? How much distance they would cover in 30 s? 

 

NOTE: Calculate your numerical in SI unit if any specific unit for answer is not 

mentioned in question. 

 



 
 
 

BIOLOGY 

All living organisms, including plants, receive their energy required for their survival from a 

chain of chemical reactions called respiration. 

Respiration is a biochemical process, which is defined as a metabolic process in which 

organisms obtain energy by oxidizing nutrients and utilising this energy for various functions. 

Plants do require oxygen for respiration which in return give out carbon dioxide. Unlike 

animals and humans, plants do not have any specific respiratory system  for gaseous 

exchange but they have stomata (present in leaves) and lenticels (present in the bark of  

woody stems) which are involved in the exchange of gases by the process of diffusion. 

Compared to animals and humans, plant roots, stems, and leaves respire at a very lower rate. 

Respiration is not equal to breathing. Breathing is just a part of respiration. It involves only 

exchange of gases between organism and environment. Plants respire throughout its lifespan  

but  do not breathe as humans and animals do.  They breathe through the process called 

Cellular respiration. 

During respiration, very little amount of gas exchanges takes place within the different parts 

of the plants. Therefore, each part of plant respire independently. 

Roots, stems, and leaves of plants exchange gases for respiration separately. As we all know, 

leaves have tiny pores called stomata, which is used for the exchange of gases. The oxygen, 

taken in through stomata is used by cells in the leaves to break down glucose into carbon 

dioxide and water. 

 

 

RESPIRATION AND PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN PLANTS 

Roots, the underground part of the plants absorb oxygen from the air spaces present between 

the soil particles by root hairs present on it. Thus, the oxygen absorbed through root hairs are 

used to release energy which is later utilized for the transportation of minerals and salts from 

the soil. Aquatic plants take in oxygen that is dissolved in water. 

In the case of green stem, the air gets diffused in the stomata and passes through various parts 

of the cell for respiration. The carbon dioxide produced during this stage also diffuses 

through the stomata. In higher plants or woody plants, the gaseous exchange is carried out by  

the minute openings present in the  bark called lenticels. Lenticels are group of loosely 

packed, thin-walled dead cells with air spaces in between. 



 
 
 

Leaves comprise tiny pores referred to as stomata. The exchange of gases takes place by 

stomata through the process of diffusion. The opening between two guard cells is called as 

stoma. The opening and closing of stoma  is controlled by Guard Cells. The opening and 

closing of the stoma help in the exchange of gases between the atmosphere and the interior of 

leaves. 

Read the passage and answer the following: 

1. Name the following: 

a) The process to obtain the energy by all living organisms._______ 

b) The structure in leaves that helps in gaseous exchange._______ 

c) The structure that controls the opening and closing of stomata._____  

d) Gas that diffuses out  into the atmosphere during respiration.________ 

2. Fill in the blanks: 

a) Different parts of plants  _______independently. 

b) The exchange of gases in plants occurs by the process of  _______. 

c) Animals have specific _______ system that supplies oxygen to all the parts. 

d) The bark has minute openings called _______. 

 

3. Write one function of each of the following: 

a) Stomata  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

b) Root hair 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Differentiate between the following: 

a) Respiration and Breathing ( Definition) 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

b) Woody stem and Green stem (Structure that helps in gaseous exchange) 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. Write any four differences between  respiration  in plants  and  animals. 

____________________________________________________________________ 

https://byjus.com/biology/exchange-of-gases/


 
 
 

 

    UNSEEN PASSAGE    

Respiration is a property of all living organisms. It is a process in which food is broken down 

in the presence or absence of oxygen. Depending on whether the food is broken down in the 

presence or absence of oxygen, respiration is of two types: Aerobic and Anaerobic 

respiration.    

In aerobic respiration, food molecules are completely broken down into the water, carbon 

dioxide and energy is released in the form of ATP in the presence of oxygen. All higher 

organisms respire aerobically and this process requires atmospheric oxygen. It is highly 

efficient in comparison to anaerobic respiration. One molecule of glucose gives 38 ATP 

molecules. 

Anaerobic respiration occurs within the cytoplasm of prokaryotic organisms like bacteria and 

yeast. In this process, less energy is released due to the incomplete oxidation of food in the 

absence of oxygen. Carbon dioxide and Ethyl alcohol are produced during anaerobic 

respiration in plants. In animals glucose is broken down to lactic acid .Very less energy is 

released during this type of respiration. Only 2 ATP molecules are released from one 

molecule of glucose. 

Photosynthesis is the process by which plants prepare their own food. This process is 

common to all green plants containing chlorophyll pigments. It synthesizes foods. It stores 

energy. It is an anabolic process. It comprises products like sugar, oxygen, and water as 

products. During Photosynthesis, solar energy is converted into chemical energy. It takes 

place only in the presence of sunlight. 

Respiration is common to all living things including plants, animals, birds, etc.It oxidizes 

foods. It releases energy. It is a catabolic process. It comprises products like water and carbon 

dioxide. It takes place continuously throughout the life process from birth to death. 

 

 

 



 
 
 

Photosynthesis  takes place only in the parts of plants that contain chlorophyll, i.e. only in the 

green parts of the plants. The process of photosynthesis is so prominent that it sometimes 

masks the process of respiration in plants. However, we must know that respiration in plants 

occurs throughout the day  while photosynthesis process takes place only in the presence of 

light. Therefore, at night the respiration in plants becomes prominent. 

Answer the following: 

1. Name the following: 

a) Complete breakdown of glucose. 

b) Breakdown of food in the absence of oxygen. 

c) The process that is common in both plants and animals. 

d) Pigment required for photosynthesis. 

2. Fill in the blanks: 

a) Energy is released in the form of _________during respiration. 

b) Breakdown down of _______________ takes place during respiration. 

c) _________ respiration is more efficient. 

d)__________ takes place  throughout day and night in plants. 

3. Rewrite the given statements by changing the word in bold. 

a) Photosynthesis is a catabolic process. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

b) Yeast produces alcohol during aerobic respiration. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

c) One glucose molecule releases 2ATP molecules during aerobic respiration. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

d) Respiration takes place only in plants. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Differentiate between the following on the basis of words given in brackets. 

a) Aerobic and Anaerobic respiration (Oxygen required) 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

b) Respiration and Photosynthesis (Gas released) 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Name the products formed in plants and animals during anaerobic respiration. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

6.How do respiration and photosynthesis maintain balance in nature? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

7.Write the chemical equation for photosynthesis and respiration 

 

https://byjus.com/biology/photosynthesis/


 
 
 

HISTORY 

Q.READ THE PASSAGE GIVEN BELOW ABOUT PROPHET MUHAMMAD AND ISLAM 

AND ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS 

Prophet Muhammad was born in 570 CE  .He was orphaned at an early age. He was brought 

up by his grandfather and uncle. He spent his maximum time in meditating in the Cave of 

Hira. At the age of 40 he had a vision of the angel Gabriel. He worked as a mediator between 

Allah and his messengers‟. He shared his vision with his wife and his family. They became 

his followers. They accepted him as Rasul Allah .He preached the message of Allah to his 

followers. These messages are compiled in a book called Quran. It is the holy book of 

Muslims. Quran states that all Muslims must perform five essential duties called five pillars 

of Islam which are as follows. 

 Believe in one mighty and supreme, Allah, and accept Prophet Muhammad as the 

messenger of Allah. This is called Shahada. 

 Every Muslim should offer prayers five times a day facing Kaaba. This is called Salat. 

 Muslims must fast from morning till sunset during the holy month of Ramzan. . This 

is called Sawm . 

 Muslims must donate a certain amount of their earnings to the poor. This is called 

Zakat. 

 All Muslims must visit Mecca at least once in their lifetime. This is called Haj. 

After Prophet Muhammad leadership passed to the Khalifas or Caliphs .AbuBakr , Umar , 

Usman and Ali were the first four Caliphs. Muslims were divided into two groups- the Shias 

and the Sunnis. Abbasids Caliphs overthrew Umayyads in 750 CE. Harun-Al-Rashid was one 

of the most popular Abbasid Caliphs. After the death of Prophet Muhammad, his followers 

developed a new civilisation which was combination of the Greek, and Indian civilisation. 

The Arabs conquered many parts of the world. Baghdad was the main centre of all important 

trade routes. Firdausi wrote Shahnama, Omar Khayyam wrote the Rubaiyat. 

Q-1  Answer the following questions. 

(a) How did Prophet Muhammad become Rasul Allah? 

(b) What are the five pillars of Islam? Explain. 

(c) Name the „Rightly guided Caliphs‟. 

(d) Name the famous works by Arabs in the field of literature. 

(e) Name the most famous Abbasid Caliph. 

(f) Who was the founder of Islam? 

(g) Name the holy book of Muslims. 

Q-2 Fill in the blanks. 

  (i) Every Muslim should offer prayers _________ times a day facing the Kaaba. 

  (ii) __________ involves donating to the poor. 

  (iii) Prophet Muhammad was born in __________. 

(iv)  _______ was the centre of all important trade routes. 

  (v) Firdausi wrote __________ and Omar Khayyam wrote ___________. 



 
 
 

RISE AND SPREAD OF CHRISTIANITY  

Q.READ THE PASSAGE GIVEN BELOW ABOUT JESUS CHRIST AND CHRISTIANITY AND ANSWER THE 

FOLLOWING QUESTIONS 

Jesus Christ was born in Bethlehem, Judea. He was the son of Joseph and Mary .He grew up in 

Nazareth. He became a carpenter .At the age of 12 ,he began discussions with Jewish teachers on 

religious scriptures, He began preaching the message of love ,peace and brotherhood. He used 

simple words and stories called parables and sermons. He chose 12 Apostles to spread the message 

of God .There are four short books called the gospels of Mathew, Mark, Luke and John that tell us 

about the life and teachings  of Jesus Christ. The famous teachings of Jesus on the Sermon of Mount 

are :  * God is loving father of all human beings.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

          * Have faith in God. 

          * Love your enemies. 

          * Sinners can repent and be saved by God. 

          * All humans are fellow beings and equal in the kingdom of God. 

Growing popularity of Jesus made the Jewish leaders jealous .They informed the Roman officials that 

Jesus called himself the ‘King of Jews’. Jesus was arrested. He was crucified with his hands and a foot 

nailed to the cross and was left to die in Golgotha. This act is known as Crucifixion. It is believed that 

on the third day of his burial after his crucifixion, he rose from the dead. This is called Resurrection. 

It was on Sunday, so it is celebrated as Easter Sunday. 

Emperor Constantine made Christianity the official religion of the Roman Empire .Some great 

Christians such as St Francis, St Benedict and St Augustine stressed on the purity of life. They 

constructed Churches and Monasteries and sent missionaries to other countries. Monks travelled 

across the world to spread the message of Jesus Christ. Monasteries were the only centre of learning 

during the medieval period. They served the sick, the poor and the destitute. 

Q-1 Answer the following questions  

    (a) What were the names of Jesus ’parents? 

    (b) Name the founder of Christianity. 

    (c) Where Jesus Christ grew up? 

    (d) Name the books that tell us about the life and teachings of Christ. 

    (e) What is Crucifixion? 

    (f) Why is Easter Sunday celebrated? 

    (g) Write few preaching’s from ‘The Sermon On The Mount”. 

    (h) Name some Christians who stressed on the purity of life.  

    (i)  Write few ways in which monasteries spread Christianity. 

     (j) Which Roman Emperor made Christianity the official religion of Rome?  

Q-2 Fill in the blanks. 

     (i) Jesus preached through simple words and stories called _________ and ___________. 

     (ii) Jesus Christ was born in ____________ ____________. 

     (iii) ___________ is the holy book of Christians. 

(iv) ___________ was the only centre of learning during the medieval period. 

 

 



 
 
 

GEOGRAPHY 

(A) Answer the following questions: 

1. What is an atmosphere? 

2. What is significance of atmosphere? (three points) 

3. Name the layers of atmosphere? 

4. What constitutes biosphere?  

5. How can humans protect the environment? 

6. What do you mean by green house effect? 

7. What is meant by Lapse rate? 

(B) Name the following: 

1. Which layer is known as “weather making zone”? 

2. Which layer protects us from harmful ultra violet rays of Sun? 

3. Name the uppermost layer of atmosphere. 

4.  Which layer burns the meteors coming from outer space? 

5. Name the boundary between the Troposphere and Stratosphere. 

6. Which layer is ideal for air travel? 

7. Name the atmospheric layer which is free from all weather phenomena? 

8. Complete the table: 

Sr 

No 

Gases Composition 

(%) 

1 Nitrogen  

2 Argon  

3 Oxygen  

4 Carbon 

dioxide 

 

 

(C) Draw a well labeled diagram of “Layers of the Atmosphere”.  

 

 

 



 
 
 

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS 

HARDWARE COMPONENTS 

Topics to cover: 

1. External hardware 

2. Internal hardware 

3. Different types of ports 

4. Networking and Communication devices 

 

 

Hardware 
components

External

Input devices

a. Keyboard

b. Mouse

c. Lightpen

d. Scanner

e. Digitizer

f. Mivrophone

g. Joystick

h. Webcam

Output devices

a.Monitor

b. Printer

c. Projector

d. Speaker

e. Headphone

Internal

a.Motherboard

b. CPU

c. RAM

d. HDD

e. Power supply

f. Graphic card 

Ports

a. Serial port

b. parallel port

c. USB

d. VGA port

e. Modem port

f. Sockets

Networking and 
communication 

devices

a. Network 
Interface card

b. Modem



 
 
 

Introduction of Hardware components:  

Computer contains the combination of hardware and software. Computer hardware is group 

of the all physical (touchable) components that are easily manageable, and all software‟s are 

useless without implementing the computer hardware parts, all software‟s are performed on 

the hardware. With the using of input hardware components can be inserted the input to 

computer, and retrieve the useful output with the help of output hardware devices. 

External Hardware 

External hardware is usually known as peripherals devices.  

 What Is an Input Device?  

An input device is essentially a piece of hardware that sends data to a computer. The 

most common input devices are the mouse and the keyboard, but there are many 

others.  

Examples of Input Devices 

Keyboard  

Mouse  

Scanner   

Microphone  

Joystick  

Webcam  

1. Keyboard 

Keyboards are the most common type of input device. Before keyboards, interaction 

with computers was generally carried out using punch cards and paper tape. Most 

English language keyboards use the QWERTY layout for the alphabetic keys, which 

are surrounded by number, symbol, function, and other key types. By pressing the 

relevant keys, a user can feed data and instructions to the computer.  

2. Mouse 

A mouse interacts with a computer through a process known as "point and click." 

Essentially, when a user moves the mouse on the mouse pad, the pointer moves in a 

corresponding direction on the computer's monitor screen. It is also known as 

pointing device.  

3. Scanner 

The word "scanner" can be used in a number of different ways in the computer world, 

but here I am using it to refer to a desktop image scanner. Essentially, a scanner is an 

input device that uses optical technology to transfer images (or sometimes text) into a 

computer, where the signal is converted into a digital image. The digital image can 

then be viewed on a monitor screen, saved, edited, emailed, or printed.  

4. Microphone 

A microphone captures audio and sends it to a computer where it is converted to a 

digital format. Once the audio has been digitized, it can be played back, copied, 

edited, uploaded, or emailed. Microphones can also be used to record audio or to 

relay sounds live as part of a video chat or audio stream.  



 
 
 

 

5. Joystick 

Joysticks are commonly used to control characters and vehicles in computer video 

games. Essentially, a joystick is a handle that pivots on a base and sends its angle or 

direction to the computer as data. Many video gaming joysticks feature triggers and 

buttons that can be pressed to use weapons or projectiles in games.  

 

6. Webcam 

Webcams are different from digital cameras in two ways. Firstly, they cannot operate 

independently from a computer, and second, they have no inbuilt memory. Although 

webcams can capture photographs and videos, they are more often used to live-

stream videos or facilitate video chats. 

 What are output devices? 

              An output device is any piece of computer hardware equipment which converts 

information       into human readable form.  Examples :  Text, graphic, audio, video. 

There are many Examples of Output Devices of a Computer like are  

 

1. Monitor 
 

Monitors use for showing the output in the visual shape, which is soft form.  

 

2. Printer  

 

Monitors use for showing the output in the visual shape, which is soft form.  

 

3.Projector 
 

For projecting the computer screen data on the surface object such as wall or white board 

4. Speakers 
 

This is output hardware component that is used for the producing the sound.  

 

5. Headphone 
 

This device is wear on the head so its name is headphone, this device allow to user listen 

music without anyone. 

 

INTERNAL HARDWARE 

Internal hardware are system unit components. The unit is a box like case made out of the 

metal or plastic that protects the internal electronic components of a computer from damage. 

 



 
 
 

 

 

 

3.CPU -With the help of this Central processing unit can be executed all instruction such as 

logically, arithmetically, and I/O operation which are given by users.  

 

4. Mother board -Motherboard is heart of the computer, because all processor and other 

components are connected with the motherboard. 

5. Power supply - This device that suppliers power to all the components of the computer. Its 

box holds a transformer, voltage control and a cooling fan 

6. System fan - It is a fan that sucks cool air into the PC case and blows hot air out of the 

case and stop overheating of any key components 

7. Graphic card - The graphic card is a type of expansion card that processes and produces 

an output for display. This is a crucial component that the monitor relies on. 

 

DIFFERENT KIND OF PORTS 

 

     A port is a docking point using which an external device can be connected to the 

computer. 

 



 
 
 

 

 Serial port: 

     It is used for connecting external modems and older computer mice. 

 

 Parallel port: 

       It is also called a printer port and is used for connecting scanners and printers. 

 

 Universal serial bus(USB): 

It is one of the most important port as it can connect all kind of external USB devices 

such as an external hard disk, a pen drive, a printer, a keyboard, etc. 

 VGA Port: It is used for connecting the monitor to a computer‟s video card. 

 Modem port 

It is used for connecting a PCs modem to the telephone network. 

NETWORKING AND COMMUNICATION DEVICES: 

It enables computer users to communicate and exchange items such as data, instructions 

and information with another computer. 

Network interface card: 

Any computer that needs to be connected to a network must have a network interface 

card. 

The NIC provides physical connection between network and the computer.  

 

Modem: 

A modem stands for modulator-demodulator. It is a communication device that enables 

computer to communicate usually via telephone line or cable. 



 
 
 

 
IT GLOSSARY 

 CPU-Central processing unit 

 CAD-Computer aided design 

 OCR-Optical character reader 

 MICR-Magnetic ink character recognition 

 OMR-Optical mark recognition 

 VDU-Visual displays unit 

 DC-Direct current 

 AC-Alternate current 

 HDD-Hard disk drive 

 RAM-Random access memory 

Assignment: 

Write the following question answers in your notebook: 

1. Fill in the blanks: 

a. External hardware is usually known as _______________ devices.  

b. The _________________are the components that are not fixed inside the system 

unit box. 

c. The __________________is used to input text and numerical data. 

d. The___________________is a box like case made from metal and plastic 

2. One word answer: 

a. Which captures audio and sends it to a computer where it is converted to a digital 

format? 

b. Name the port is used for connecting the monitor to a computer‟s video 

card.Which device stops overheating of any key components? 

c. Name the communication device that enables computer to communicate usually 

via telephone line or cable. 

3. Answer the following: 

a. Write the full form of OMR, OCR, and CPU. 

b. What do you understand by scanner and NIC? 

c. Name different types of external hardware. 

d. Name different types of internal hardware. 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

HINDI 

पाठ- कवि का चुनाि 

वनम्नविवखत गद्ाांश को ध्यानपूिवक पढ़कर और विखकर नीचे ददए गये प्रश्नों के ाईत्तर विवखए| 

चााँद और सूरज के वप्रय महाराज न ेएक ददन ाऄपने मांत्री से कहा दक हमें एक कवि की जरुरत ह,ैजो सच्चा कवि 

हो| दसूरे ददन मांत्री ने नगर में डुगडुगी बजाकर ये घोषणा करिा दी| तीसरे ददन एक हज़ार एक ाअदमी महि 

के नीचे खड़ ेथे| मांत्री ने ाआक्कीस ददन तक ाईन सबकी कवितायेाँ सुनी और दखेा दक िे सभी कवितायेाँ सुांदर रसीिे 

शब्दों स ेभरी थी| परन्तु मांत्री ाआस बात का फैसिा नहीं कर सका दक ाआनम ेसिवशे्रष्ठ कौन ह?ै चौथ ेददन िह 

महाराज की सेिा में हावज़र हुाअ और सभी कवियों के नाम की एक सूची बनाकर महाराज को द ेदी, ाईसे 

दखेकर महाराज हरैान हुए और बोि,े’ क्या ये सब कवि हैं? 

महाराज ने कुछ घांटे विचार दकया और दफर ाअदशे ददया दक ाआन सबको कैद कर दो और ाआनसे कोल्हू 

चििाओ और जो ाअदमी कविता विख ेाईस पर कोड़ ेबरसाए जाएाँ| मांत्री ने ाअज्ञा का पािन दकया | छह 

महीने बाद जब महाराज कैदखान ेमें गये तो केिि सौ ाअदमी ऐसे वनकिे वजन्होंन ेाआतनी यातनाओं में भी 

रात को वछपकर कवितायेाँ विखी थी | महाराज ने बाकी सबको छह महीने की तनख्िाह/िेतन दकेर छोड़ 

ददया तथा बाकी सौ को ाऄपना मोर महि रहन ेको ददया जहााँ सभी तरह के ऐशो ाअराम थे, िे सब िहााँ 

ाऄच्छा भोजन करत,ेाऄच्छे कपड ेपहनते और रात ददन मज ेकरते|छह महीने बाद जब महाराज मोर महि गये 

तो ाईन सभी ाअराम दासों में एक ऐसा कवि था, जब सब खाते पीते और झूमते थे िो एकाांत/ाऄकेिे में बैठकर 

ाऄपनी ही कवितायेाँ पढ़ता था और खुश होता था| तब महाराज ने ाऄपने मांत्री से कहा दक य ेसौ ाअदमी भी 

कवि नहीं थे ये ाअराम के भूख ेथे ,जब ये कैद थे तो ाआनकी ाअाँखें ाऄपनी ददुवशा/बुरी हाित पर रोती थी, ाआनका 

जीिन बहारों से खािी था,ाआसविए ाआन्होने कवितायेाँ विखी परांतु जब ाआनके बुरे ददन चि ेगये तो ये काव्य 

और कल्हपना की किा भी भूि गये | ये दाुःख के ददनों के कवि हैं ,ाआन्हें धके्क दकेर महि स ेवनकाि दो| 

महाराज ने कहा ये एक कवि सच्चा कवि ह,ै क्योंदक ाआसके विए दाुःख और सुख बराबर ह,ै कविता विखना 

ाआसका स्िभाि और ाआसका जीिन ह|ै ाआसे हम दरबारी कवि वनयुक्त करते हैं और हम ाआसे मुाँहमााँगी कीमत देंगे, 

ाआसका काम केिि ाआतना ह ैकी यह हर रोज़ ाअकर एक कविता या दोहा सुना ददया करे| ाऄगिे ददन से ही 

पहिे ददन कवि ने दोहा सुनाया, दसूरे ददन कविता सुनााइ, तीसरे ददन दोहा,चौथे ददन ाईसने महाराज को 

विख भेजा दक‘मैं ाईद्गारों का कवि ूाँ, दकसी की मज़ी का गुिाम नहीं’|मांत्री ने महाराज को कहा की ये कवि 

दकतना ाऄभागा ह ैपरन्तु महाराज ने कहा दक ये ाऄभागा नहीं ह|ै यह ाअजाद ह ैाआसविए ाअज़ादी की कविता 

विखता ह,ै ाऄगर गुिाम होगा तो गुिामी की ही कविता विखेगा| य ेएक सच्चा कवि ह,ै य ेदरबार में ाअय ेन 

ाअये ाआसकी तनख्िाह ाआसके घर पहुाँचा दी जाये| महाराज की बात सुनकर नौजिान मांत्री की ाअाँखें खुि गयी|                         

1. प्रश्न-महाराज दकसके वप्रय थे ?                                              

2. प्रश्न-डुगडुगी वपटिाने के बाद दकतन ेाअदमी महिके नीचेखड़ ेथे ?                   

3. प्रश्न-महाराज के ाऄनुसार सच्चा कवि कौन था ?                                    

4. प्रश्न-मोर महि के एक सौ एक कवियों में से एक कवि कैसा था ?                 

5. प्रश्न-दरबारी कवि न ेचौथ ेददन महाराज को क्या विख भेजा ?                       

6. प्रश्न-महाराज न ेाईन सौ कवियों के बारे में मांत्री से क्या कहा जो मोर महि में खात ेपीते और 

झूमते थे ?    

7. प्रश्न-नौजिान मांत्री को ाअवखर में क्या सीख वमिी ?   
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